## Abbreviations for Vehicle, License Plate and Registration Types

### Vehicle Types

**Auto**
- **AMA** Amateur Radio
- **AMC** Antique Motorcycle
- **ANT** Antique
- **APO** Apportioned – Power Unit
- **AUT** Automobile
- **BRV** Bad River Band Tribe
- **BUS** Bus
- **CLS** Collector Special
- **CMC** Collector Motorcycle
- **COL** Collector Vehicle
- **CVG** Civilian Group (Civil Air Patrol, EMT white design, Rescue squad member)
- **CYC** Motorcycle
- **DIS** Disabled Parking
- **DMC** Disabled Motorcycle
- **DUK** Ducks Unlimited
- **DVC** Driver Education Motorcycle
- **EMT** Emergency Medical Tech (Red design)
- **END** Endangered Resources (Badger)
- **FFO** Firefighter (Red design)
- **FRF** Firefighter (White design)
- **FRM** Farm Truck
- **FTL** Farm Trailer
- **GLF** Golf Wisconsin
- **GSE** Gold Star Family
- **HAR** Harley-Davidson share the road
- **HEG** Higher Education (UW)
- **HEMA** Higher Education (UW-Madison)
- **HFM** Farm Truck – Heavy
- **HMM** Historic Military Vehicle (motorcycle)
- **HMV** Historic Military Vehicle
- **HOB** Hobbyist
- **HSV** Human Service Vehicle
- **HTK** Heavy Truck
- **KID** Celebrate Children
- **LCF** Lions Foundation
- **LCO** Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe

**Motorcycle**
- **AMA** Amateur Radio
- **AMC** Antique Motorcycle
- **ANT** Antique
- **APO** Apportioned – Power Unit
- **AUT** Automobile
- **BRV** Bad River Band Tribe
- **BUS** Bus
- **CLS** Collector Special
- **CMC** Collector Motorcycle
- **COL** Collector Vehicle
- **CVG** Civilian Group (Civil Air Patrol, EMT white design, Rescue squad member)
- **CYC** Motorcycle
- **DIS** Disabled Parking
- **DMC** Disabled Motorcycle
- **DUK** Ducks Unlimited
- **DVC** Driver Education Motorcycle
- **EMT** Emergency Medical Tech (Red design)
- **END** Endangered Resources (Badger)
- **FFO** Firefighter (Red design)
- **FRF** Firefighter (White design)
- **FRM** Farm Truck
- **FTL** Farm Trailer
- **GLF** Golf Wisconsin
- **GSE** Gold Star Family
- **HAR** Harley-Davidson share the road
- **HEG** Higher Education (UW)
- **HEMA** Higher Education (UW-Madison)
- **HFM** Farm Truck – Heavy
- **HMM** Historic Military Vehicle (motorcycle)
- **HMV** Historic Military Vehicle
- **HOB** Hobbyist
- **HSV** Human Service Vehicle
- **HTK** Heavy Truck
- **KID** Celebrate Children
- **LCF** Lions Foundation
- **LCO** Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe

**Trailer**
- **BBX** Bus – Mass Transit Vehicle
- **BSB** School Bus
- **BUS** Motor Bus
- **CHT** Charter Bus
- **CYC** Motorcycle
- **DEV** Driver Education
- **DPF** Dual Purpose Farm
- **DPV** Dual Purpose Vehicle
- **DRY** Dairy
- **FRM** Farm
- **FTL** Farm Trailer
- **FTR** Farm Tractor
- **GOV** Government
- **HFM** Heavy Farm
- **HMV** Historic Military Vehicle
- **HSV** Human Service Vehicle
- **HTK** Heavy Truck
- **LSV** Low-speed vehicle
- **LTK** Light Truck
- **LTL** Light Trailer
- **MDC** Medal of Honor Motorcycle
- **MDH** Medal of Honor
- **MEN** Menominee Tribe
- **MGH** Military Group
- **MNC** Municipal Motorcycle
- **MPD** Moped
- **MRQ** Marquette University
- **MTM** Motor Home
- **MUN** Municipal
- **OFF** Municipal Official
- **ONI** Oneida Tribe
- **PAK** Packers
- **RCF** Red Cliff Tribe
- **RVT** Recreational Vehicle Trailer
- **SES** Sesquicentennial
- **SOV** State Owned Vehicle
- **SPT** Wisconsin Salutes Veterans
- **SPX** Special X
- **STL** Semi-Trailer
- **TMP** Temporary
- **TOR** Tractor
- **TPD** Temporary Disabled Motorcycle
- **TRL** Trailer
- **VET** Disabled Veteran Parking
- **VMC** US Veteran Motorcycle
- **WHF** Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation
- **WNG** Wisconsin National Guard
- **WSP** Wisconsin State Patrol
- **XPW** Ex-Prisoner of War
- **72H** 72 Hour Bus Permit

### Plate Types

**Auto**
- **AMA** Amateur Radio
- **AMC** Antique Motorcycle
- **ANT** Antique
- **APO** Apportioned – Power Unit
- **AUT** Automobile
- **BRV** Bad River Band Tribe
- **BUS** Bus
- **CLS** Collector Special
- **CMC** Collector Motorcycle
- **COL** Collector Vehicle
- **CVG** Civilian Group (Civil Air Patrol, EMT white design, Rescue squad member)
- **CYC** Motorcycle
- **DIS** Disabled Parking
- **DMC** Disabled Motorcycle
- **DUK** Ducks Unlimited
- **DVC** Driver Education Motorcycle
- **EMT** Emergency Medical Tech (Red design)
- **END** Endangered Resources (Badger)
- **FFO** Firefighter (Red design)
- **FRF** Firefighter (White design)
- **FRM** Farm Truck
- **FTL** Farm Trailer
- **GLF** Golf Wisconsin
- **GSE** Gold Star Family
- **HAR** Harley-Davidson share the road
- **HEG** Higher Education (UW)
- **HEMA** Higher Education (UW-Madison)
- **HFM** Farm Truck – Heavy
- **HMM** Historic Military Vehicle (motorcycle)
- **HMV** Historic Military Vehicle
- **HOB** Hobbyist
- **HSV** Human Service Vehicle
- **HTK** Heavy Truck
- **KID** Celebrate Children
- **LCF** Lions Foundation
- **LCO** Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe
- **LDT** Lac du Flambeau Tribe
- **LIF** Donate Life
- **LSV** Low Speed Vehicle
- **LTK** Light Truck
- **LTL** Light Trailer
- **MBN** Milwaukee Brewers (“M” logo)
- **MBO** Milwaukee Brewers (Ball & Glove logo)
- **MDC** Medal of Honor Motorcycle
- **MDH** Medal of Honor
- **MEN** Menominee Tribe
- **MGH** Military Group
- **MNC** Municipal Motorcycle
- **MPD** Moped
- **MRQ** Marquette University
- **MTM** Motor Home
- **MUN** Municipal
- **OFF** Municipal Official
- **ONI** Oneida Tribe
- **PAK** Packers
- **RCF** Red Cliff Tribe
- **RVT** Recreational Vehicle Trailer
- **SES** Sesquicentennial
- **SOV** State Owned Vehicle
- **SPT** Wisconsin Salutes Veterans
- **SPX** Special X
- **STL** Semi-Trailer
- **TMP** Temporary
- **TOR** Tractor
- **TPD** Temporary Disabled Motorcycle
- **TRL** Trailer
- **VET** Disabled Veteran Parking
- **VMC** US Veteran Motorcycle
- **WHF** Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation
- **WNG** Wisconsin National Guard
- **WSP** Wisconsin State Patrol
- **XPW** Ex-Prisoner of War
- **72H** 72 Hour Bus Permit

### Registration Types

**Auto**
- **ANTI** Antique
- **AUT** Automobile
- **BBX** Bus – Mass Transit Vehicle
- **BSB** School Bus
- **BUS** Motor Bus
- **CHT** Charter Bus
- **CYC** Motorcycle
- **DEV** Driver Education
- **DPF** Dual Purpose Farm
- **DPV** Dual Purpose Vehicle
- **DRY** Dairy
- **FRM** Farm
- **FTL** Farm Trailer
- **FTR** Farm Tractor
- **GOV** Government
- **HFM** Heavy Farm
- **HMV** Historic Military Vehicle
- **HSV** Human Service Vehicle
- **HTK** Heavy Truck
- **LSV** Low-speed vehicle
- **LTK** Light Truck
- **LTL** Light Trailer
- **MDC** Medal of Honor Motorcycle
- **MDH** Medal of Honor
- **MPD** Moped
- **MTM** Motor Home
- **RFP** Raw Forest Products
- **RTR** Road Tractor
- **RVT** Recreational Vehicle Trailer
- **SDV** Special Design Vehicle
- **SPX** Special X
- **SPZ** Special Mobile Equipment – Z
- **STL** Semi-Trailer
- **SUX** Special Mobile Equipment – UX
- **TMP** Temporary
- **TOR** Tractor
- **TRL** Trailer
- **XTL** Transferable Trailer